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Abstract

Submission of multiple jobs in a distributed and heterogeneous environment is required by applications that rely
on the ”public-resource computing” paradigm. We present here a scientific scenario for the analysis of astronomical
data, where some nodes are responsible for maintaining and advertising job description files and other so called
worker nodes, are dispersed over the Grid to execute the jobs. Job assignment is performed through a mechanism
that matches adverts, containing job descriptions, with job queries that are sent by available workers across the
Grid exploiting an underlying super-peer topology. With ananalogous mechanism, a worker locates the input data
file needed to run a job and downloads it from a data center node. This report presents a super-peer model and
corresponding protocol for the submission of a very large number of jobs on a Grid environment. The super-peer
architecture enables the replication of data files on multiple data centers, which helps reduce the processing load and
speed up the application. A simulation analysis has been performed to evaluate the impact of application and network
parameters on performance results.

1 Introduction

Recently, academic and industrial researchers have been promoting the convergence of two paradigms for distributed
computing, namely Grid and peer-to-peer (P2P), which in thebeginning tended to evolve separately [6]. Super-peer
systems have been proposed ([5], [8]) to achieve a balance between the inherent efficiency of centralized networks,
and the autonomy, load balancing and fault-tolerant features offered by P2P networks. A super-peer node can act as
a centralized resource for a limited number of regular nodes(peers) of a Grid organization. At the same time, super
peers connect among them to form a P2P network at a higher level, thus enabling distributed computing on a very
large scale.

This paper reports on a distributed model based on the super-peer paradigm for the support of applications
that require the distributed execution of a large number of jobs in a similar fashion to public-resource comput-
ing. The term ”public-resource computing” [1] is used for applications in which jobs are executed by privately
owned computers that use their spare CPU time to support a large scientific computing project. The pioneer project
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SETI@home [3] has attracted millions of participants wishing to contribute to the digital processing of radio telescope
data to search for extra-terrestrial intelligence. A number of similar projects are today supported by the BOINC soft-
ware system (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing [2]), for example: the Einstein@home project
[http://einstein.phys.uwm.edu/] aims at detecting certain types of gravitational waves, such as those produced by spin-
ning stars; whereas the Climate@home [4] focuses on long-term climate prediction.

The BOINC infrastructure is composed of a scheduling serverand a number of clients installed on users’ machines.
The client software periodically contacts the scheduling server reporting host’s hardware and availability, and receives
a set of instructions for downloading executable and input files. After that the client runs the assigned job and uploads
the resulting output files to the scheduling server. The BOINC middleware is suited for CPU-intensive applications
but it is inappropriate for data-intensive tasks because ofits centralized nature. BOINC allows a project to configure
a fixed static set of data servers that have to be administeredby an entity. Although this scheme enables a number
of servers to help load balance the network, the topology is static and is incapable of scaling proportionately as the
network grows and more bandwidth is needed for data transfers. In BOINC, an administrator must configure these
static machines, which are generally dedicated for a specific project. Such machines are not only costly (to purchase
and maintain) but also they are centrally administered and therefore cannot generally be used by other BOINC projects.
In the scheme proposed here, the Job initiator is lightweight and sends the data once to the network, which propagates
it across the data nodes as and when required. This helps to distribute the data load dynamically in a decentralized
fashion, both in topology and administratively, making it far more suitable to the Grid domain. For example, inherent
in BOINC-like networks is the need to send a data file needed byseveral workers several times due to the unreliability
of the nodes. This replication represents an evident waste of server-based bandwidth that could be avoided through a
caching mechanism that replicates the data across the network when it is first transferred, thereby not only relieving
the central bottleneck of the system but also it can place thedata in a location closer to where the work is being
performed. Further, a number of projects require many nodesto process the same data, with different parameters for
example, which can be exploited by such an overlay describedhere. Our gravitational-wave example described here
employs such an algorithm.

The super peer job submission protocol described in this paper enables caching of the input data files in multiple
data centers, i.e. in super-peers, which have sufficient data storage facilities. Benefits of this replication strategyrange
from a larger degree of reliability and fault-tolerance to amore efficient use of bandwidth and CPU resources. The job
submission protocol requires that job execution is preceded by two matching phases, the first one for job assignment
and the second one for downloading of input data. Since inputdata files can be very large, focus is especially on the
download phase which is the most bandwidth consuming. A set of simulation runs have been performed to evaluate
the impact of the caching and replication mechanism on a set of performance indices, such as overall time to execute
all the jobs, throughput, mean time to download a data file, and load experienced by data centers and worker nodes. In
particular, we simulated the behavior of the super-peer protocol in a Grid containing 25 super-peers and 250 ordinary
peers. The experimental results show that the use of severaldata center can bring benefits to the Grid applications in
terms of lower total execution times, higher throughout andload balancing among worker nodes. The study can also
be used to determine the number of data centers that, for a given number of jobs, maximizes the utilization of data
center nodes.

In Section 2 the super-peer model and the related protocol are presented in more detail, whereas performance is
analyzed in Section 3. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 4.

2 Job Assignment and Data Download

A data-intensive Grid application can require the distributed execution of a large number of jobs with the goal to
analyze a set of data files. One sample application scenario defined for the GridOneD project [7] shows how one might
conduct a massively distributed search for gravitational waveforms produced by binary stars orbiting one around the
other. In this scenario, a data file of about 7.2 MB of data is produced every 15 minutes and it must be compared
with a large number of templates (between 5,000 and 10,000) by performing fast correlation. Data can be analyzed in
parallel by a number of Grid nodes to speed up computation andkeep the pace with data production.

The scenario evaluated in this paper assumed the existence of a Grid network in which nodes are organized in a
super-peer topology. Thejob managernode (i) receives data from a detector, (ii) produces the jobdescription files
(or job adverts), and (iii) collects output results. Simple peers, orworkers, are available for job execution: they issue
a job query to get a job description and then a data query to collect the corresponding input data file to be analyzed.
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Super-peer interconnections are exploited to make job and data queries travel the network rapidly; super peers play
the role ofrendezvous nodes, since they can store job and data adverts (and potentially the data files themselves),
and compare these files with queries issued to discover them;thereby acting as a meeting place for both job or data
providers and consumers. Since input data files can require alarge amount of storage memory, it is assumed that only
some of the peers in the network will cache such files. Such peers are referred to asdata centers(DC) nodes and can
be located on super peers or worker peers. We envisaged that the same user-driven process is used to configure a peer;
that is, each user decides if they want to be a super peer and/or data center, as well as a worker. In the BOINC scenario,
the existing dedicated machines would form the obvious data-center backbone and other peers (with high storage and
network capacity) would also make themselves available in this mode.

Figure 1 shows a sample topology with 5 super-peers (2 of which are also data centers), and the sequence of
messages exchanged among workers, super-peers and data centers to perform the job submission protocol. These
messages are related to the execution of a job by a single worker, labeled asWo. Note that here, we do not use normal
peers as data centers but we will be comparing this approach in later studies.

Figure 1: Super-peer job submission protocol: sample network topology and sequence of exchanged messages to
execute one job.

The proposed protocol requires that job execution is preceded by two matching phases that exploit the features of
the super-peer network: thejob-assignmentphase and thedata-downloadphase.

In the job-assignmentphase thejob managergenerates a number ofjob adverts, which are XML documents
describing the properties of the jobs to be executed (job parameters, characteristics of the platforms on which they
must be executed, information about required input data files, etc.), and sends them to the local rendezvous super-peer,
which stores the adverts (step 1 in Figure 1). Each worker, when ready to offer a fraction of its CPU time (e.g., worker
Wo in the figure), sends ajob querythat travels the Grid through the super-peer interconnections (step 2). In particular,
a query message is sent to the directly connected super-peer, which in turn forwards it to its neighbor super-peers
and so on, until the message TTL parameter is decremented to 0or the job query finds a matching job advert. A job
query is expressed by an XML document and can contain the mainhardware and software features of the requesting
node and CPU time and memory amount that the node offers. A jobquery matches a job advert when the job query
parameters are compatible with the information contained in the job advert, for example concerning the characteristics
required for the host that will execute the job. Whenever thejob query gets to a rendezvous super-peer that maintains
a matching job advert, such a rendezvous assigns the relatedjob to the requesting worker by directly sending it ajob
assignmentmessage (step 3).

In the data-downloadphase, the worker that has been assigned a job inspects the job advert, which contains
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information about the job and the required input data file (e.g. size and type of data). Then the worker sends adata
querymessage to discover the input file (step 4). In a similar fashion to the job assignment phase, the data query
travels the super-peer network searching for a matching input data file stored by a data center. Since the same file
can be maintained by different data centers, the data centerthat receives a data query, in order to avoid multiple
transmissions of the same file, does not send data directly tothe worker. Conversely, the data center sends only a small
data advertto the super peer connected to the worker and then to the worker itself (step 5). The worker initiates the
download operation after receiving the first data advert (steps 6 and 7), and discards the subsequent adverts. After
receiving the input data, the worker executes the job, reports the results to the job manager (step 8) and immediately
issues a query for another job.

Replication of input data files on multiple data centers allows for a significant saving of time in the querying phase
and enables the concurrent retrieving of files from different data centers. In the simulated scenario, it is assumed that
all the data centers possess the data files before starting the job submission process. In a more dynamic scenario,
the data file is initially maintained by only one data center,and the other data centers could cache the file during the
download phase. For example, if in the network depicted in Figure 1 the super-peer connected to the worker W0
becomes capable of playing the data center role, it can storethe data file downloaded by that worker and provide it for
successive requests issued by other workers.

In the job assignment phase the protocol works in a way similar to the BOINC software, except that job queries
are not sent directly to the job manager, as in BOINC, but travel the super-peer network hop by hop. Conversely, the
data download phase differs from BOINC in that it exploits the presence of multiple data centers in order to replicate
input data files across the Grid network.

3 Performance Evaluation

A simulation analysis has been performed by means of an ad hocevent-based simulator, written in C++, to evaluate
the performance of the proposed super-peer protocol. The parameters of the astronomical application mentioned in
Section 2 were used for the test case (e.g., file size, single job execution time, etc.). It is assumed that all the jobs have
similar characteristics and can be executed by any worker.

Simulation parameters, and corresponding values, are reported in Table 1. The Grid network is composed of 25
Grid organizations, each containing one super-peer node and 10 regular nodes on average. The super-peer overlay
network is organized so that each super-peer is connected toat most 4 neighbor super-peers. It is assumed that local
connections (i.e. between a super-peer and a local simple peer) have a larger bandwidth and a shorter latency than
remote connections. To compute download times with a properaccuracy, a data file is split in 100 KB segments, and
for each segment the download time is calculated assuming that the downstream bandwidth available at a data center
is equally shared among all the download connections that are simultaneous active from the data center to different
workers.

Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Grid size: overall number of nodes = super-peers + workers 275= 25 + 250
Maximum number of neighbors for a super-peer 4
Size of input data files 7.2 MB
Latency between two adjacent super-peers 100 ms
(or between two remote peers in a direct connection)
Latency between a super-peer and a local simple peer (worker) 10 ms
Bandwidth between two adjacent super-peers 1 Mbps
(or between two remote peers in a direct connection)
Bandwidth between a super-peer and a local simple peer 10 Mbps
TTL parameter for job and data queries 4
Mean Job execution time 500 s (+-10%)
Number of jobs,Njob from 250 to 10000
Number of data centers,Ndc 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 13
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Performance indices are listed in Table 2. The indexTexec, the overall time to execute all the jobs, is crucial
to determine the rate at which data files can be retrieved froman astronomic telescope while guaranteeing that the
workers are able to keep the pace with data. By the throughputindexThr it is possible to evaluate the efficiency of
the job submission system. The remaining performance indices help determine the load that is experienced by data
centers and by workers in different scenarios.

Table 2: Performance indices
Performance index Definition
Overall execution time,Texec Time to execute all the jobs (s)
Throughput,Thr Average number of jobs completed per time unit (jobs/s)

Percentage of activity time,Pact
Average percentage of time in which a data center is active,
i.e. has at least one download connection in progress

Mean download time,Tdl
Average time that it takes for a worker to download
a data file from a data center (s)

Max number of executed jobs,Jmax Maximum number of jobs executed by a single worker

Figure 2 shows that the overall execution time decreases as more data centers are made available in the network,
for two main reasons: (i) data centers are less heavily loaded and therefore data download time decreases, (ii) workers
can exploit a higher parallelism both in the downloading phase and during the execution of jobs. However, depending
on the number of jobs to be executed, it is possible to determine a suitable number of data centers, beyond which
the insertion of a further data center produces a performance increase which does not justify the related cost. For
example, if 10,000 jobs are to be executed, a significant reduction of Texecis perceived as the number of data centers
is increased up to a value of 9, whereas if the number of jobs isnot greater than 1,000 two or three data centers are
sufficient to achieve a good performance level. Analogous comments can be made about the throughput index, reported
in Figure 3. A further consideration is that the throughput increases with the number of jobs because download and
execution periods are alternated more efficiently if workers execute a larger number of jobs. But this increase tends
to be negligible as the number of jobs is so large that the job submission system begins to approach a stable working
condition.
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Figure 2: Performance of the job submission super-peer protocol: overall execution time vs. the number of data
centers, for different numbers of jobs.

Figure 4 reports the average percentage of time in which a generic data center supports at least one download
connection. Results confirm that the presence of an excessive number of data centers can be inappropriate, especially
if the number of jobs is not very large. Indeed when the percentage of activity time decreases below 60%, machine
utilization is very low resulting in a poor return of investment (ROI).

Figures 5 and 6 show performance results related to workers.Figure 5 proves that the download time decreases as
the number of data centers is increased, resulting in smaller overall execution time. On the other hand, the download
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Figure 3: Performance of the job submission super-peer protocol: throughput vs. the number of data centers, for
different numbers of jobs.
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Figure 4: Percentage of activity time of data centers, for different numbers of jobs.
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Figure 5: Mean time to download an input data file vs. the number of data centers, for different numbers of jobs.

time hardly depends on the number of jobs because the simultaneous number of connections that a data center must
serve is only related to the number of workers (250), not to the number of jobs. Finally, Figure 6 compares number
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Figure 6: Maximum number of jobs executed by a single worker vs. the number of data centers, for different numbers
of jobs. This index is compared to the average number of jobs executed by a single worker (dotted lines).

of jobs executed by a worker on average (obtained asNjob/250) to the maximum number of jobs executed by a single
worker. It is interesting to note that the two indices approach one another as the number of data centers is increased,
leading to a fairer load balancing among workers.

4 Conclusions

This paper reports the first results of a work in progress research on a decentralized architecture for data intensive
scientific computing on Grids according to the ”public-resource computing” paradigm. We presented a super-peer
protocol for the submission of a very large number of jobs in aGrid environment. In the discussed scenario some
Grid nodes maintain and advertise job description files, whereas a number of worker nodes, dispersed over the Grid,
execute single jobs. Job assignment is performed by matching job descriptions with the job queries that when issued
by available workers, travel the Grid by exploiting an underlying super-peer topology.

Simulation analysis has been performed to evaluate the impact of application (the number of jobs) and network
parameters (the number of data centers) on performance indices such as the overall time to execute all the jobs,
throughput, efficiency of data centers, load experienced byworkers. Results show that the use of several data centers
can bring benefits to Grid applications in terms of lower total execution times, higher throughput and load balancing
among worker nodes. However, since a large number of data centers also causes a smaller utilization of a single data
center, the study can also be used to determine the number of data centers that can maximize the return of investment
related to the deployment of new data centers.

Future work will move along a number of interesting researchavenues, such as: the analysis of (1) redundant
computing for applications that require multiple executions of each job; (2) caching of data file fragments on the P2P
network, instead of storing entire files, to improve data download performance; (3) performance of the super-peer
protocol in the case that input data is progressively fed as adata stream by an external source.
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